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/

he first poetic anthology devoted entirely to women
writers appeared in May 1755. That month, when
The Public Advertiser informed readers of the new
collation, the notice was lengthy and detailed in order to list every
one of the eighteen poets therein;
/

This Day are publish'd, / In two neat Pocket Volumes,
Price 6 s./ POEMS by eminent LADIES, particularly /
Mrs. Barber, Mrs. Behn, Miss Carter, Lady Chudleigh, Mrs.
Cockburn, Mrs. Grierson, Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Killigrew, Mrs.
Leapor, Mrs. Madan, Mrs. Masters, Lady M. W. Montague,
Mrs. Monck, Dutchess of Newcastle, Mrs. K. Philips, Mrs.
Pilkington, Mrs. Rowe, Lady Winchelsea....Printed for R.
Baldwin at the Rose in Pater-noster-Rowe; and sold by all
the Booksellers in Town and Country.'
' The Public Advertiser (1 May 1755). The same advertisement appeared several times
throughout the month of May and into June. Similar notices also appeared in the Daily
Advertiser and the Gentleman's Magazine. The phrase "This day are published" did not
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Poems by Eminent Ladies (henceforth P£Z) ^ was compiled anonymously
by George Colman (1732-1794) and Bonnell Thornton (1725-1768),
friends at Oxford and then in London during the 1750s.' Later, Colman
would gain recognition as a playwright and theatre owner and Thorn
ton as an influential journalist, but in 1755 the two men were best
known for their continued collaboration on the bi-monthly periodical.
The Connoisseur (1752-1756) which, hke the anthology, was published
by Richard Baldwin. Prior to PEL no substantial printed collection of
verse had been devoted exclusively to poetry by women. Its two
duodecimo volumes contain over six-hundred pages which point to
many of the literary and cultural aspects of marketing writing women,
such as the adulation of Dryden, Swift and Pope, the rising interest in
primitivism and "natural genius", and the evolution of the poetic
compilation. The scope of PEL is also remarkable; the Public Advertiser
notice mirrored the title page of the anthology in listing all eighteen
women, which is rare for a collection with so many poets. Each poet's
section in PEL begins with a brief biography, testifying to the editorial
desire to package women writers: as curiosities, heroines, or both. By
providing these introductions for each of their poets, Colman and
Thornton seem to have been applying to each the precepts set down by
Eliza Haywood in the first Female Spectator: "In order to be as little
deceiv'd as possible, I, for my own part, love to get as well acquainted
as I can with an Author, before I run the risque of losing my Time in
perusing his Work...I doubt not but most People are of this way of
thinking."'* I touch on each of these aspects in this article, as well as on

necessarily indicate the first day of publication.
^ Poems by Eminent Ladies,1 vols. (London, 1755) Subsequent references to the anthology are
made in the text. PEL was reissued with a cancel title page in 1773, and a new edition appeared
in 1785"with considerable Alterations, Additions, and Improvements" from different editorial
hands.
' The Dictionary of National Biography lists Thornton's birth date as 1724, Alumni
Westmonasterienses as 1726, but Lance Bertelsen has found the date of his Christening, 28
September 1725, recorded in the register of St. Paul, Covent Garden. Bertelsen, The Nonsense
Club: Literature and Popular Culture, 1749-1764 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1986), 13. Both editors
had been at Westminster school prior to Oxford, Thornton being a few years ahead of the
younger boy.
•* Eliza Haywood, "The Editor Introduces herself," The Female Spectator: Being Selections from
Mrs. Eliza Haywood's Periodical First Published in Monthly Parts (1744-4&), ed. and intro.
Gabrielle M. Firmager (London: Bristol Classical Press, 1993), 17.
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the unusual organizing principle behind the two volumes. Rather than
presenting their eminent ladies in random or chronological order, the
editors instead introduce them alphabetically. The sequence is both
democratic and curiously malleable, and speaks to an encyclopedic
impulse which resulted in a plethora of biographical dictionaries at midcentury, projects in which a heightened interest in recording and
ordering bits of history included paying attention to the literary
accomplishments of English women. My primary focus is on the
encyclopedic nature of this highly unusual historical anthology, because
the conflation of verse miscellany and encyclopedia or biographical
dictionary was unheard of when these two small volumes appeared on
the literary market.
The poets in PEL range chronologically from Margaret Cavendish,
Duchess of Newcastle (1623-1673) to Bluestocking Elizabeth Carter
(1717-1806). In terms of literary fame, they run the gamut from the
scandalous dramatist and novelist Aphra Behn (1640-1689) to the
obscure Irish poet Constantia Grierson (c.1705-1732). The space
allotted each varies drastically, as well, from four pages for Elizabeth
Carter's poetry, to one-hundred-seventeen pages allowed Mary Leapor
(1722-1746), the kitchen maid from Brackley. There are obvious gaps
in terms of social and economic status; Lance Bertelsen does not indulge
in hyperbole in characterizing PEL as a collection that includes writers
"from hacks to heiresses," ^ a phrase which aptly describes the distance
between two such poets as the hack pamphleteer, poet and memoirist
Laetitia Pilkington (1708P-1750) and the aristocratic Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu (1689-1762). The latter is given special deference in
the anthology, in that she is the only poet for whom the editors chose
to omit a biographical introduction.^
Clearly Colman and Thornton had diverse sources from which to
draw their selections, as by mid-century women had been publishing
verse for some time. In the late seventeenth century it was the
popularity of writings by Katherine Philips and Aphra Behn which
suggested the possibihty of women writers seeing their work in print.
Others, like playwrights Delariviere Manley and Catharine Trotter

' Bertelsen, Nonsense Club, 59.
' Isobel Grundy suggests that "the lack of a biographical note [in PEL1 implies respect for her
rank." Lady Mary Wortley Montagti (Oicford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 580-81 b.l8.
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(later Cockburn), and religious poet Elizabeth Singer (later Rowe),
became familiar to the reading public the last decade of the century.
The only printed anthology devoted to women's verse prior to PEL had
appeared as early as 1700—a small collection titled The Nine Muses, or.
Poems Upon the Death ofthe Late Famous John Dryden, Esq J Dryden had
penned the well-known elegy for Anne Killigrew and corresponded
encouragingly with several female writers, and his death provided a
most suitable event for this performance by members of a female
writing community. The six women who "personate" the nine muses
had encountered success in writing drama in the last decade of the
century: Delariviere Manley, Sarah Fyge Egerton, Mary Fix, Catharine
Trotter, Sarah, Lady Piers and Susanna Centliver.' In Nine Muses the
women have been set a specific task: a given muse, a poetic tone which
hinges upon this appropriation. There is genuine mourning for the loss
of Dryden in these nineteen pages of poetry, as well as some skillful
versification in this brief compilation.
By the early decades of the eighteenth century, Jeslyn Medoff
notes, "booksellers of the time were quite willing to attach a female
designation to a romance, play or love lyric, preferably a young
woman's full name," though most appeared as written by "A young
Lady" or "A Lady of quality."' With the changing attitude in English
literary and theatrical taste, however, a movement away from the
license of the age and towards an increasingly moral and sentimental
outlook impeded the relative freedom women had enjoyed to write and
print. Aphra Behn's reputation is well-documented as having taken a
drastic downward spiral toward the end of the seventeenth century, and
critics in the eighteenth heaped opprobrium upon her memory and her
' Nine Muses, or. Poems Upon the Death of the Late Famous John Dryden, Esq. (London, 1700).
This colleaion appeared at roughly the same timeas Luctus Britannici:or The Tears of the British
Muses, for the death of John Dryden (London, 1700).
' The poets' identities are thinly veiled; "Mrs. M
" writes in the voice of "Melpone'Isic],
the tragick muse; "the Honourable the Lady P
" poses as Urania, the divine muse, and so
on. It is generally assumed that Delariviere Manley was the moving spirit behind the creation
of this collection. For a discussion of the contributors to this miscellany, as well as the
complications of women writing as muses, see Kate Lilley, "True State Within: Women's elegy
1640-1700," in Isobel Grundy and Susan Wiseman, eds.. Women, Writing, History (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 1992), 72-92:75.
' Jeslyn Medoff, "The daughters of Behn and the problems of reputation," in Women,Writing,
History, 33-54: 33. The Works of Mrs. Catharine Cockbum, Theological, Moral, Dramatic, and
Poetical, with an account of the life of the author by Thomas Birch (London, 1751).
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works. Still, resourceful women were often able to adapt to these
changing attitudes and rework the female writer into a new entity.
Such was the case with Catharine Trotter Cockburn, who enjoyed
success writing drama in the 1690s: after falling into disfavor, partly due
to criticism leveled at her by her former friend, Delariviere Manley.
Cockburn managed to resurrect herself as a minor poet who, through
marriage, came to prioritize family and religion over social comedy.
She constructed herself as a modest matron, while excising several of the
more interesting products of her youth, and was anointed with more
respectability still two years after her death, when the Reverend
Thomas Birch brought out the Works of Mrs. Catharine Cockburn in
1751.'°
Female writers were not a recent phenomenon in 1755, therefore,
but their potential was also not yet fully tapped, and the 1750s marked
a watershed for interest in, and the proliferation of, books that
highlighted women's writings. It is this sort of interest of which
Colman and Thornton took notice. Just as they had taken their cue in
creating their Connoisseur from periodical essayists before them—Addi
son, Hawkesworth, Moore, and Johnson— while making such efforts
new, Colman and Thornton followed a trend among men of letters in
producing their unusual anthology. Periodicals such as The Lady's
Weekly Magazine in 1747, and The Ladies Magazine; or, the Universal
Entertainer (1749-1753) still featured mostly male writers, but evidenced
an increasing awareness both of women reading and women writing.
Thomas Seward, father of the poet and novelist Anna Seward, wrote
"The Female Right to Literature," an impassioned poem replete with
Amazonian imagery, which appeared in Robert Dodsley's 1748
Collection of Poems by Several Hands. Several of the women whose work
is printed in PEL were still writing at mid-century; Mary Jones at
Oxford had produced a volume of verse and letters in 1750, Mary
Masters did the same in 1755, and Elizabeth Carter had yet to do her
best work.
It was also, as I noted above, a period of great encyclopedic
endeavors through which Colman and Thornton were introduced to
female writers of the past. The editors were well acquainted with
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Theophilus Gibber and Robert Shiells's five-volume Lives of the Poets
(1753), in which they encountered the lives of eleven of the poets they
later included in PELP The day before PEL was advertised, moreover,
the Public Advertiser noted the appearance of Memoirs of Several Ladies
of Great Britain. Interspersed with Literary Reflections, and Accounts of
Antiquities and curious Things, in several Letters.Biographical collec
tions sometimes included a few poems or excerpts alongside the brief
lives of authors, which Gibber and Shiells did, as did Thomas Birch in
his section on the Gountess of Winchilsea in his ten-volume expansion
of Pierre Bayle's Dictionaire Generalef A new creation, too, was a
much-expanded version of the latter, the Biographia Britannica, which
recorded the lives of various authors, and printed some poems.'^ That
said, the generic flux did not generally work the other way: I have
encountered no other verse miscellany that provides the sort of
biographical introductions to poets which precedes the sections of
poetry in PEL.
Golman and Thornton acknowledge their debt for a good deal of
their biographical material to George Ballard's crucial work. Memoirs
of Several Ladies of Great Britain who have been Celebrated for their
Writings or Skill in the Learned Languages, Arts and Sciences (1752).
Ballard (1706-1755) was one of eight clerks at Magdalen Gollege, and he
was acquainted at least with Bonnell Thornton at Oxford: "Bonnell
Thornton, M. A. Student of Gh. Gh. Oxon" is listed as one of the

" These are Philips, Cavendish, Killigrew, Behn, Chudleigh, Monck, Finch, Rowe, Cockburn,
Grierson, and Pilkington. Gibber and Shiells, Lives of the Poets of Great Britain and Ireland, to
the Time of Dean Swift, 5 vols. (London, 1753). Golman and Thornton acknowledge in
particular their indebtedness to Gibber and Shiells for the biographical material on Behn (at six
pages, the longest introduaion in the anthology). Despite the title page, which credits Gibber
"and several other hands," the compilation of Lives of the Poets is mostly attributed to Robert
Shiells.
" Memoirs of Several Ladies of Great Britain (London, 1755; reissued with cancel title-page in
1769 as Memoirs containing the Lives of Several Ladies of Great Britain.... In two volumes)-.Public
Advertiser, 30 April 1755; rpt. May 27. In spite of the title and the misleading table of contents,
these Memoirs, by the eccentric Thomas Amory (1691?-1788?) are a perplexing sermon on the
history of Christianity, and contain very little about women. In any case, the title suggests that
certain catchwords (panictjlarly "Ladies") were considered good marketing.
" Thomas Birch, et al., eds. A General Dictionary, Historical and Critical, 10 vols. (London,
1734-41).
" Biographia Britannica: or, the lives of the most eminent persons who have flourished in Great
Britain and Ireland,from theearliest Ages,10 vols. (London, 1747-66);a second edition under the
editorship of Andrew Kippis was published 1778-93.
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subscribers to the Memoirs}^ Ballard's focus extended back to women
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (Anne Boleyn, Mary, Queen of
Scots), but the collection also contains memoirs of seven of the women
later chosen by Colman and Thornton for PEL.^^ Praising his own age
for its profusion of excellent biographies, Ballard expresses wonder in
his Preface, "how it hath happened, that very many ingenious women
of this nation, who were really possess'd of a great share of learning, and
have no doubt, in their time been famous for it, are not only unknown
to the publick in general, but have been passed by in silence by our
great biographers."'^ Colman and Thornton were aware that the
Memoirs had proven popular, and lucrative for Ballard. The cursory
introduction to Mary Chudleigh provided in PEL ends with a puff for
the antiquary's book: "This short account of Lady Chudleigh is
extracted from a much larger of the ingenious Mr. Ballard, published in
his entertaining Memoirs of Learned Ladies" (1:80).
Margaret Ezell notes that it was "Ballard's practice to send out
copies of the works of the women he was studying to receive comments
from academic friends at Oxford and various antiquarian contacts.""
In a letter expressing his own discouragement at the task before him,
Ballard wrote to a friend, Charles Littleton, anticipating the rhetoric of
justification that he (and later Colman and Thornton), would put into
place in the published works:
But the Censure pass'd upon the Learned Ladies of great
Britain gave me no small concern....For if we have not above
one or two Ladys worthy to be taken notice of I must
consequently be a very stupid Blockhead to put my self to so

John Nichols gives an account of Ballard in Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century, 9
vols. (1812-16) II;466-470. Ballard, who went toMagdalen College as a clerk at the ageof fortyfour, was "a most extraordinary person...bred in low life, a stay-maker, or woman's habitmaker," who had "a turn for letters." He died the month after the publication of PEL.
"Included in Ballard's study are Philips, Killigrew, Chudleigh, Cavendish, Monck, Finch, and
Grierson—all of whom makes an appearance in Cibber and Shiells' Lives of the Poets.
" George Ballard, Memoirs of Several Ladies of Great Britain, who have been celebrated for their
writings or Skills in the Learned Languages, Arts and Sciences (Oxford, 1752; rpt. 1775), vi.
Ballard includes some poems by women in his Memoirs, but reprinting verse is not his primary
goal.
" Margaret J. Ezell, ed. The Poems and Prose of Mary, Lady Chudleigh. Women Writers in
English 1350-1850 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993) Introduction, xi-xxxvi: xxxiii.
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much Expence, as to lavish away so much Time + Pains, to
so little Purpose. It was no small satisfaction + Pleasure to
me to recollect that most of the Ladys whose Memoirs I am
Collecting have been applauded or extoll'd by the Pens of
some of the greatest and most learned Men that they or any
other Nation can boast of.''

Ballard's sharing out of texts among his friends demonstrates a
cautiously enthusiastic reliance on positive reinforcement from other
learned men.^° The practice also indicates that Bonnell Thornton, at
Oxford in 1752 and a subscriber to Ballard's book, not only read
Ballard's biographies of Chudleigh and others, but may also have
encountered poetry by many of these women at least three years before
compiling PEL.
Another important text was John Buncombe's latter-day progress
poem. The Feminiad, first printed in 1754. Buncombe (1729-86), a
regular contributor to the Connoisseur, created in The Feminiad what
Jocelyn Harris aptly calls "an epic roll-call of modern female genius"
that pays homage to the celebratory exemplary list, "long a favorite
genre of didactic writing about women."^' The author's intention in
writing the poem, according to the advertisement at the beginning, was
to raise "the public Curiosity," particularly toward women whose
works were not yet in print. Here Buncombe praises a number of
women either by name: "The warbled notes of ROWE's ecstatic song.
/ Old Avon pleas'd his reedy forehead rears,"^^ or by their noms de
plume, usually giving some identification in a footnote: "The chaste

" BOD Ballard 42, ff.29. This reliance on others was common (and human). In 1688 Aphra
Behn wrote that a miscellany she had edited was "a Garland whose Flowersare cull'd by several
Judgments in which I claim the least part" Lycidus: Or the Lover in Fashion... Together with a
Miscellany of New Poems (London, 1688) B.
It also speaks to his thoroughness. Ruth Perry argues that "Little escaped the wide net he
pulled through the deep waters of antiquarianscholarship during the sixteen years his book was
in preparation." See Perry's "George Ballard's Biographies of Learned Ladies," in Biography in
the 18th Century, J. D. Browning, ed. McMaster University Association for 18th-century
Studies, 8 (New York; Garland, 1980) 85-111: 86.
The Feminiad: A Poem (London, 1754), facsimile edition: Jocelyn Harris, ed. and intro. (Los
Angeles: Clark Memorial Library, UCLA, 1981) v. The poem was reprinted in 1755 in the
fourth edition of Dodsley's Collection of Poems by Several Hands. Duncombe brought out a
second edition in 1757 titled The Feminead: or, Female Genius.
^ Feminiad, 158-8
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ORINDA rose; with purer light, / Like modest Cynthia, beaming thro'
the night."" Most of these women are dearly praiseworthy, like Anne
Finch: "Who can unmov'd hear WINCHELSEA reveal / Thy horrors.
Spleen?" Others, like Restoration poet Aphra Behn, accused of being
"modern," and Laetitia Pilkington, who in her memoirs eschewed
"spotless virtue," are taxed by Duncombe with engaging in "the
dang'rous sallies of a wanton Muse."" The poem may have helped raise
the curiosity of Colman and Thornton; eight of the poets either praised
or censured in The Feminiad were later included in PELP
Harris reads Duncombe's poem as a response to "a sympathetic
impulse felt mid-century towards creative and learned women," in
support of which she cites Ballard's Memoirs, as well as the influence of
Samuel Richardson, "who drew up his own list of clever women that he
knew."" Richardson's friendships with and focus on women in his
writing heightened the awareness of a wide readership as to what
constituted—and what was praiseworthy about—"feminine sensibility."
Pamela Andrews and Clarissa Harlowe both served as mid-century
models of women who attempted to articulate virtue in writing.^^ Both
Richardson novels underscore the fact that this "sympathetic impulse"
was informed by moral didacticism, to which Duncombe's treatment
of Behn andPilkington also testifies. Thomas Amory managed to focus
on women long enough in his Memoirs to state with demanding
hyperbole and no hint of irony: "Beauties especially, with the heads of
philosophers, the knowledge of divines, and hearts of primitive
Christians, are characters in our days that cannot be enough admired."^'

" Feminiad, 110-11. Duncombe's footnote informs readers that "Mrs. Catherine [sic]
Phillips...'was distinguish'd by most of the wits of King Charles' reign, and died young;
lamented by many of them in commendatory verses prefix'd to her poems. Her pieces on
Friendship are particularly admir'd.' 12n.
" Feminiad, 152, 148.
" These were Philips, Behn, Cockburn, Rowe, Leapor, Carter, Pilkington, and Finch.
" Harris, Introduaion, Feminiad, vii. Richardson's list is in a letter to Miss Grainger, 8
September 1750, now at Harvard.
^ Indeed, the poem titled "Wisdom," included as if by Clarissa in the novel, was composed by
Elizabeth Carter, one of the eminent ladies in the anthology. See The History of Miss Clarissa
Harlowe, 7 vols. (London, 1748) II: 48-50. Richardson had seen the poem in manuscript
without knowing the identity of the author. A variant version appears in Robert Dodsley's
1748 Collection of Poems, (III: 324; rpt. in Dodsley's 1755 ed., II: 203). From here Colman and
Thornton borrowed it for PEL, 1:173.
^ Amory, Memoirs of Several Ladies, I: xxiv.
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The flattery directed toward women's writings was seldom entirely free
from censure, either in biographical prose or in poetry. Nevertheless,
these contributions toward women's literary history at mid-century
were significant because, as Ezell notes, "Gibber, Colman, and Thorn
ton point the way toward a discussion of the connections between
gender and poetic genius and between a woman's life and her art within
the larger scheme of the evolution of English poetry."^' This evolution
ary model (to which I will return) is one in which the writings of men
play a large part, and the expansion of the slight canon of women
writers to include more contemporary poets is also linked, I argue, to
the deaths of Swift and Pope in the previous decade.
Colman and Thornton state in their Preface that "there is scarce
one Lady, who has contributed to fill these volumes, who was not
celebrated by her cotemporary poets, and that most of them have been
particularly distinguished by the most lavish encomiums either from
Cowley, Dryden, Roscommon, Creech, Pope, or Swift." Their strongest
claim is that "this collection is not inferior to any miscellany compiled
from the works of men." (I: iii-iv). The passing of Pope and Swift,
literary giants who had ridiculed mediocre writers, may have relieved
the satirical pressure in which the "art of sinking" was often conflated
with a focus on femaleness. At the same time, ironically, the writings
of women with whom the Scriblerians had corresponded or otherwise
interacted—women like Mary "Wortley Montagu, Mary Barber, Judith
Cowper (later Madan), Laetitia Pilkington, and Anne Finch—reminded
the reading audience of these famous men. Even peripheral connections
with Swift and Pope had proved profitable to some of these women
before, and could be profitable again for compilers who included and
contextualized them in a print miscellany. The influence of Swift and
Pope, as well as that of Dryden, is made much of in PEL. Following
their editorial Preface, Colman and Thornton introduce the poetry of
Dublin poet Mary Barber (1690?-1755?) with a letter from Jonathan
Swift to Lord Orrery which had appeared first in Barber's 1734 Poems
on Several Occasions. Here Swift recommends his protege's virtue and
her talent, which is "better cultivated than could well be expected,
either from her sex, or the scene she hath acted in, as the wife of a

" Margaret J. Ezell, Writing Women's Literary History (Baltimore:Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1993), 78.
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citizen." Swift bestows praise especially on "one qualification, that I
wish all good poets had a share of; I mean, that she is ready to take
advice, and submit to have her verses corrected, by those who are
generally allow'd to be the best judges"(I:5). As an approving text by
Swift opens the first volume of the anthology, another by Pope signals
the conclusion of the second volume. The penultimate poem in
Colman and Thornton's collection is one from Pope to Anne Finch
(the only verse by a man in either of the two volumes) and her answer
to him brings PEL to a close. The description in the anthology of Mary
Leapor's modest library is an example of more lateral associations. Her
collection consisted of "sixteen or seventeen odd volumes, among which
were part of the works of Mr. Pope, her greatest favourite, Dryden's
fables, some volumes of plays, &c." (II.T6). The implication here, as in
Leapor's posthumous second volume of verse, is that she had few
influences, each of them good.'°
Another way of adding value to women poets was located in the
rising interest in primitivism, a trend of which Leapor is a model.
Dryden had praised Anne Killigrew by arguing that "Art she had none,
yet wanted none: / For Nature did that Want supply."^' Stephen Duck
(1705-1756) had put the laborer's voice to paper; Mary Collier (d. 1762)
responded to his poem with empathy, annoyance at Duck's belittling
of women's work, and one-upmanship.'^ Behind the polemics on behalf
of untutored genius was the belief that a marginal voice could be an
interesting one." In the case of writers such as Leapor, a laboring-class
poet, the notion of the "natural" genius explained and at times justified
her lack of education. As Richard Greene notes, "theories of primitiv
ism...allowed writers, thinkers, and artists to deal with the problems of

" The information on Leapor's library comes from the address "To the Reader" by Leapor's
friend and patron, Bridget Freemantle. See Poems on Several Occasions (London: 1748) [A2]r.
""To the Pious Memory Of theAccomplisht Young Lady Mrs.Anne Killigrew," Poems byMrs.
Anne Killigrew (London, 1686); facsimile Reproduaion, intro. Richard Monon (Gainesville:
Scholars Press, 1967),11.71-72.
"Stephen Duck, The Thresher's Labour (1730; rpt. in Duck's Poems on Several Occasions,1736);
Mary Collier, The Woman's Labour (1739).
" Shakespeare had long been seen as a untutored genius. See Milton's contrast of "Jonson's
learned sock" and "Shakespeare, fancy's child" in "L'Allegro." John Milton, The Oxonian
Authors, Stephen Orgel and Jonathan Goldberg,eds. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991),
25, 132-33. See too, from within the group of wits that made up the Nonsense Club, Robert
Lloyd's Shakespeare: An Epistle to Mr. Garrick; with an Ode to Genius (London, 1760).
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disorder without seriously questioning their society."''* One reviewer
of the second, posthumous volume of Leapor's poetry wrote kindly
(and not untruthfully) of "some letters of this extraordinary young
woman, which have a solidity in them far beyond what could be
expected from one of her years, and so destitute of the advantages of
education, for she had no opportunities of improvement."" This is not
an excuse for Leapor, but rather a statement of approval.
Throughout the anthology, Colman and Thornton emphasize in
their biographical interpolations the lack of education enjoyed by most
of the poets. On occasion they suggest the "remarkable" nature of
verses composed in spite of a "want of learning," which might itself
account for the poetry's charm. We are informed that most of these
women are "natural" geniuses, like Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of
Newcastle, who "had from her infancy an inclination to learning; and
it is plain, from the uncommon turn of her compositions, that she
possessed a wild native genius, which, if duly cultivated, might probably
have shewn itself to advantage in the higher sorts of poetry" (II: 198).
It is also this lack of formal education that the editors cite as an
explanation for having done what anthologists do: exclude poems of
lesser quality. Colman and Thornton "thought better to omit those
pieces, which too plainly betrayed the want of learning, than to insert
them merely to disgrace those others, which a writer, with all the
advantages of it, could not have surpassed." The anthology is presented
as superior to the poets' individual volumes of verse, not only because
it supplies more poems and greater variety, but because it culls the best
from books which were originally published by subscription, "on
which account several pieces were thrown in merely to fill up so many
pages" (I: iv). The result of which, they assert, was the privileging of
"bulk" over merit. The statement is somewhat misleading. While it is
true that from the 1730s, books of occasional verse multiplied, and that
subscription was for a period the method of choice for publishing these

" Richard Greene, Mary Leapor: A Study in Eighteenth-Century Women's Poetry (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1993), 159.
" Monthly Review 5 (1751): 23-32. I am indebted to Carol Percy for her ongoing database
projea, which focuses on eighteenth-century reviewers' attitudes to language in women's verse.
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volumes, in fact only seven of the eighteen authors had engaged in
subscription publication before the appearance of PEL.^
Other misleading aspects of the anthology are more accidentally.
Taken together the poems and editorial addenda in PEL make a number
of claims about mid-eighteenth century taste. One of the impressions
created by the anthology, for example, is that in 1755 the age of
sensibility was still in the distant future, rather than an already evolving
movement. In large part this is due, of course, to the contributions
being those of seventeenth- and very early eighteenth-century poets.
Further, while the neo-classic, satiric influence of Pope and Swift was
still very much alive at mid-century, there were other movements
underway that for a variety of reasons are barely suggested in this text.
Although a number of the women included were friends of Richardson,
for example, the rise of sensibility, what Terry Eagleton calls the
"femininization of discourse," is not nearly as apparent in the
collection as is satire. PEL is representative of what passed for accept
able ladies' verse, but Colman and Thornton have also omitted subgenres of poetry in which women writers were active. While there are
some elegiac and contemplative pieces, for example, the editors tend to
privilege light and amusing verse over religious and more serious
writings. In addition to the dominant closed couplet, in PEL that which
constitutes good poetry encompasses poetic forms that had become
somewhat outdated by mid-century, such as the sonnet and the pastoral
song. Moreover, epistolary verse, which William C. Dowling identifies
as an "attempt to solve in literature the philosophical problems of
solipsism that arose after Locke's Essay on Human Understanding,"^^
takes on different responsibilities in the women's writings we find here.
It is not sohpsism but the appearance of being too willing to share her
thoughts openly that the female poet is saved from by the epistle to a
friend, a genre which reinforces an emphasis on modesty in PEL, only
a few examples being epistolary verses by Mary Barber, Mary Jones,
Constantia Grierson, and Katherine Philips. Each is able to voice her
"These were Barber, Cockburn, Jones, Leapor, Masters, Pilkington, and Rowe. Carter solicited
subscriptions for later works, but had not done so for her 1738 Poems on Several Occasions.
" Terry Eagleton, The Rape of Clarissa: Writing, Sexuality and Class Struggle in Samuel
Richardson (Oxford: Blackwell, 1982) 13.
" William C. Dowling, TheEpistolary Moment;The Poetics of the Eighteenth-Century VerseEpistle
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), 3,21.
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hopes for the financial or poetic success of another woman, or her own
rejection of the world in favour of retreat and contemplation with the
support of friendship, as in Grierson's poem "Occasioned by the
encouragement [Barber] met with in England to publish her POEMS by
subscription" (1:246).
Not surprisingly, the Preface to PEL highlights the importance of
modesty by implying that the reputations of the eighteen poets are safer
here than in their individual books, because they appear in the
collection by the courtesy of their editors. Courtesy is here an apt
word, as the editors express their own motivation for compiling the
miscellany in chivalric terms at the outset of their Preface, where they
identify PEL as "the most solid compliment that can possibly be paid
the Fair Sex" (I:iii). In the letter on behalf of Mary Barber that follows.
Swift's wish for openness to correction by "those who are generally
allow'd to be the best judges" is not limited to female poets, but to all
poets who wish to excel, yet within the context of the anthology the
comment takes on gendered connotations. Colman and Thornton have
already established who these best judges might be: Cowley, Dryden,
Roscommon, Creech, Pope, Swift (I: iii). Neatly, the editors of PEL,
who have separated grain from chaff and reduced "bulk" while
rewarding "merit," become the next best judges.
In his Conjectures on Original Composition (1759) Edward Young
characterized "the mind of a man of genius" as a "fertile and pleasant
field," and original compositions as the mind's "fairest flowers."^' There
is a striking similarity in the vocabulary Young employs here, and the
linguistic roots of any "anthology"—a gathering of flowers. A collec
tion of original compositions is larger than the sum of its parts, in that
the themes on which these poets wrote, the tropes and mythologies
they employ, begin to resonate in a new way when printed together.
The text is a cultural artifact informed by codes from which it cannot
successfully be separated. In the act of collation, anthologizers also
create something of a palimpsest. While the removal of a poem from
its earlier context results in the loss of bibliographical evidence, it is also
true that the text is invested with a host of new meanings when it

" Edward Young, "Conjeaures on Original Composition" (1759), The Complete HTbrfe, James
Nichols, ed. 2 vols. (London: William Tegg, 1854; facsimile: Hildesheim: Georg Dims, 1968),
n, 547-86: 551.
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becomes part of a new configuration of works. To anthologize is not
only to gather choice literary flowers, but to press them together; the
poems are relocated onto new pages, in new configurations.^" In the
collection realized by Colman and Thornton, it is not only poems but
poets who become the flowers and are arranged in ways they had
previously not been. For example, in the section of poems by Dublin
poet Constantia Grierson (nee Crawley), who died in 1732, pieces
addressed to Laetitia Pilkington appear alongside others written for
Mary Barber, which contributes to the cross-referentiality of the
anthology (as do poems by both of her fellow Irishwomen which refer
to Swift). The poetic productions of Grierson's youth were culled from
Pilkington's Afewzoirs, and the more mature, thoughtful verses she wrote
for Barber (on Barber's subscription list, on the Latin spoken by
Barber's son) are taken from the older woman's Poems on Several
Occasions. The anthology brings the verse of the unmarried Miss
Crawley and the mature Mrs. Grierson together for the first time, and
the collection of all but one of Grierson's extant poems in PEL allows
for a fuller reading of the different stages of her life and facets of her

It is worth noting that Colman andThornton did not themselves refer to PEL as an anthology
(a word little used during the period)in favor of "collection" and "miscellany." In a recent book
of estate poetry, Alistair Fowler called attention to the importance of discretionary usage of the
term "anthology," since every poem is not a choice blossom. Fowler introduces his own verse
compilation as a "collection (for no book with poems by Richard Flecknoe in it can be called
an anthology)" The Country House Poem: A Cabinet of Seventeenth-Century Estate Poems and
Related Items (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1994), 1. I use "miscellany" and
"anthology" interchangeably throughout this paper, despite the etymological parameters drawn
around the term "anthology" by Fowler, and by Michael Suarez, who argues that "Modern
literary critics tendto see the Colleaion asan anthology (from theGreek, anthologein,to gather
flowers), a gathering of the best and most beautiful poems from the whole field, rather than as
a miscellany (from the Latin, miscellaneus, from miscere, to mix), a grouping of poems of
decidedly mixed value from a limited range of what was available." Michael Suarez,
Introduaion, Dodsley's Collection of Poems, 6 vols. (London: Routledge/Thoemmes Press,
1997), 102. My contention is that every collection is inevitably limited by available material.
A colleaion devoted solely to women's poaryhas a necessarily "limited range," but thisshould
not preclude the term "anthology" from being applied to it. Barbara Benedia, who argues that
anthologies and miscellanies "constitute the same genre because they share means of material
produaion, audience, and forms that define their cultural funaions," notes that "anthologies
are conventionally defined as volumes containing a historical survey of English literature, and
they are thought of as being compiled by editors from canonical material. Miscellanies, in
contrast, are understood to be bundled together from contemporary, fashionable material by
booksellers." Benedia, Making the Modem Reader, 3,4. Again, I would argue that PEL does
both, presenting the poets therein as historical figures, and as eminent writers.
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personality than did the selections in only one or the other of the
editors' sources.
On occasion, Colman and Thornton provide heuristic guidelines
for reading the poems themselves, both via introductory paragraphs and
exegetic footnotes, some of which link their names to those of the male
poets whose authority the editors cited in their Preface. The introduc
tion to Judith Madan (nee Cowper, 1702-178 T'), for instance, dwells on
the longer of the two poems they print by her—"Abelard to Eloisa."
This piece provides another obvious connection between an "eminent
lady" and Alexander Pope:
A very affecting tenderness runs through the whole epistle
from ABELARD, and whether we consider the numbers,
diction, or sentiments, it is certainly much superior to all
those pieces that have appeared on the same subject: and
indeed this Lady's ABELARD is no mean companion to
Pope's ELOISA. (I: 138).
One does not find this sort of quahfication in other print miscellanies
of the period. The praise for Cowper here picks up on a number of
themes that the editors touched on in the Preface. "Tenderness" of
sentiment, coupled with competent metrics and imaginative diction
remind the reader of the editorial boast that, while evincing the
requisite delicacy and femininity, "this collection is not inferior to any
miscellany compiled from the works of men"(I: iii). That Cowper's
poem, written in response to Pope, is not only superior to others along
, the same vein but that her "Abelard" is "no mean companion" to Pope's
poem suggests that Cowper herself is a suitable companion poet to the
great man. Readers of PEL who would have owned Pope's Works are
hereby alerted to a useful experience: reading Cowper in tandem with
Pope.
By willingly entering their choices into competition with
(recognizable) male writers the editors promote their text, and signal an
awareness of the challenge of manufacturing cultural capital. This claim
for equality is something new, but Ezell suggests that Colman and

" Henceforth I refer to her as Cowper because both poems by her originated before her
marriage.
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Thornton were not creating a new literary sub-culture, but merely
magnifying one that already existed, as "the practice of seventeenth- and
early eighteenth-century editors such as [Edward] Phillips of placing
entries on women writers in separate sections than those of their male
contemporaries suggests that women writers were already viewed as a
group or class of writers."'*^ Like Ballard's Memoirs, Ezell argues, PEL
displays:
the ironic result of a celebration of female achievement which
preserves texts and names for future generations, but at the
same time narrows the focus with which the materials are
viewed and blocks entirely those texts and authors who do
not fit within the parameters. Colman and Thornton's
volumes prepare the way for the later nineteenth-century
critics' and anthologists' demarcation of a "feminine" literary
sphere, characterized by decorous delicacy.'"
What Colman and Thornton were proposing, according to Ezell, was
an evolutionary model of female poetry, but not a revolutionary one:
whereas Cavendish was too fanciful, for example, and Behn too
licentious, the ladies of the present age have improved on them.'*'* Ezell
believes that such a model has led to a false sense of the progress that
seventeenth- and eighteenth- century women writers were making as a
community: "the preface to the anthology volume offers the first
extended narrative overview of women's writing as a separate tradition
and gives some indication to the grounds on which subsequent
anthologists will approach their task."" The evolutionary model was
a standard eighteenth-century view of all prior literary history,
however, as is evident in Johnson's Lives of the Poets, and this model

"Ezell, Women Writing,70. In 1675 EdwardPhillips had included accounts of "Women among
the Modern Eminents for Poetry" in his Theatrum Poetarum, Ora Compleat Collection of the
Poets.
" Ezell, Women Writing,117.
•" This paradigm is complicated by the notion that Katherine Philips was "matchless," but in
general women writing in the eighteenth century had a clear idea that they must not repeat the
mistakes of earlier writers.
" Ezell, Women Writing, 91.
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does not lessen the importance of the claim that women's writings are
equal to, but different from, those of men.
Germaine Greer goes further than Ezell in minimizing the
importance of PEL. She holds that "By the second half of the eigh
teenth century, women poets were so numerous that their writing had
lost all novelty value."'*^ Doubtless, the publicizing and circulation of
these writers' efforts during the 1750s furthered the normalization
process of women appearing in print. I would argue, however, that the
collections of memoirs about and poems by women that appeared at
this time were still fuelled by curiosity. Gibber, Ballard, Seward,
Duncombe, Colman, and Thornton, among others, both created and
took advantage of a historical moment in which a literary novelty was
becoming the ordinary.
Even as Colman and Thornton were following a fashion, they
were creating a cultural monument for which they had to excavate as
well as construct, and PEL encourages not only literary but also textual
scholarship. As common as it now is to anthologize a variety of
previously published poems, the kind of historical anthology that
Colman and Thornton realized was a new type of creation. Theirs was
not merely an encyclopedic project like those of Ballard or Gibber and
Shiells, nor did the editors oiPEL attempt to sing the women and their
muses, as Duncombe had done. They actually reprinted these poets'
works, poems that had in some cases not been reprinted since the poet's
lifetime, alongside accounts of the poets' lives. The systematic
conflation of the two sorts of projects—biographical dictionary and
verse miscellany—was not something that had been done before.
Indeed, PEL is important not only because it illuminates a historical
moment in which efforts were being made in the direction of a canon
of women writers, but because it is an early example of the historical
anthology—a sub-genre in which the verse anthology and the biographi
cal dictionary are wed. James Raven, discussing the evolution of
publishing in the latter half of the eighteenth century, argues that as
support for consumer-oriented, fashion and leisure industries increased.

"Germaine Greer, Slip-shod Sybils:Recognition, Rejection and the Woman Poet (London: Viking,
1995), 53. Of PEL itself, Greer approves of "impeccable" punauation in the transcription of
Anne Finch's poems, and the faa that "it does not occur to [Colman and Thornton] to tailor
any poem to fit in with their notions of acceptability." 253-54.
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"London booksellers experimented with new forms of entertaining and
instructional literature....Everywhere the emphasis was upon attractive
design and faster, higher quality production—in novels, plays, music
books, prints, magazines, newspapers, pocket-books, guides, primers,
children's books, and a host of new-style miscellanies."'*^ The sort of
promotion of women's writings that Colman and Thornton achieved
reflected the impulse toward a new type of book, a collection not
merely of poems, but of people. The result is a testimony both to the
evolution of women's writing itself, and to changes in the nature of the
literary marketplace.
"With nineteen pages of poetry. The Nine Muses...Upon the Death of
the Late Famous John Dryden had represented an homage and a small
venture in 1700. The eighteenth century, on the other hand, commer
cialized the poetic miscellany in ways that writers in the seventeenth
could not have imagined. Bernard Lintot's various Miscellanies
propelled Dryden's reputation into the new century, and Robert
Dodsley (1703-1764), the most renowned anthologizer of the eighteenth
century, brought out the first edition of his Collection of Poems by
Several Hands in three volumes in 1748. Dodsley's anthology offered
a wide variety of contemporary poetry and poets, including a large
number of older poems by both living and deceased writers. Criticized
for poor printing and errors in attribution, Dodsley's continuallyrevised collection swelled eventually to six volumes in 1758.^® The
publisher always seemed to be in the process of soliciting new material
from friends and acquaintances to make up the next volume, not unlike
the efforts behind most periodicals of the time.
In contrast, the less ambitious and more finite PEL exhibits the
integrity of a well-printed text. The contents of each woman's own
Poems on Several Occasions (or some similar title) or her verses as they
appears in a friend's book, have been evaluated and culled, and the

"James 'Ra.vea,JudgingNew Wealth:Popular Puhlishingand Responses to Commerce in England,
1750-1800 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1992), 13. Walter Graham points to the monthly Magazine of
Magazines, launched in July 1750, which "skimmed the cream from the cream" from the
Gentleman's Magazine and the London Magazine,as an indication of "the increasingly predatory
nature of the new magazines." English Literary Periodicals (Thomas Nelson, 1933), 170-71.
•" It is worth noting, however, that the first edition contained poetry by only two wom
en—Mary Wortley Montagu and Elizabeth Carter. Colman and Thornton borrowed from
Dodsley's Colleaion to make up the seaions for both poets in PEL.
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result is a collection whose title emphasizes not, as The Nine Muses did,
the occasional nature of the poetry, but the identities of the poets. This
emphasis on attribution in PEL is highly unusual, to which its title
testifies. Whereas the titles of other anthologies highlight their variety,
both of authors and subject matter, most were (sometimes whimsically)
non-committal, like The flower-piece: a collection of miscellany poems. By
several hands (1731) which marries the etymology of "anthology" with
that of "miscellany," or the many variations on a title like Poetical pieces
by several hands (1752). Or again, a title might suggest a thematic
aesthetic, such as The beau's miscellany. Beinga newand curious collection
of amorous tales, diverting songs, and entertaining poems (1731?), which
also comprises a variety of poetic forms. In these collections original
verses were printed alongside the familiar. Authors of the previous
century, like Dryden, were still popular.'" Pope, of course, remained
a standard throughout the half century following his death.
At the same time, the extent to which authorship was acknowl
edged at all in most miscellanies reflects the eclectic nature of these
compilations. Within a single book some poets would be named, while
others were pseudonymous ("A Lady" or "Lysander") and still others
appeared anonymously. These pseudonyms were a remnant from
coterie culture, where groups of friends could identify the writer, but
now appeared for a much wider, mystified, paying audience (as they did
in the poetry sections in the Gentleman's Magazine, the London
Magazine, and others). Of Dodsley's Collection, Michael Suarez notes
that "until the publication of Reed's annotated edition in 1782, it seems
that part of the appeal of the miscellany was the literary pastime of
identifying authors with their poems in Dodsley's miscellany."'® This
guessing game testifies to the value placed on "newness" in a genre
where previously unseen or unpublished works were prized. Of course
the claim to novelty is not always reliable; the word "new" puffed even
the altered title pages of reissued books, and poems characterized as

This sort of demand led to a number of suspea posthumous "first" printings of poems
purportedly written by authors like Behn, especially in the 1690s. See especially Germaine
Greer, "Honest Sam Briscoe," in Robin Meyers and Michael Harris, eds., A Genius for Letters:
Booksellers andBooksellingfor the 16thto the 20th Century (Winchester:St. Paul's Bibliographies,
1995) 33-47. See also Mary Ann O'Donnell, Aphra Behn:An Annotated Bihliography of Primary
and Secondary Source (New York: Garland, 1986).
Suarez, Introduction, Dodsley's Collection,90.
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having never been printed had often appeared elsewhere. Still other
poems actually had only circulated in manuscript previously, and had
been "lost" to their authors (hence the challenge of identifying them).
Reflecting on the notion of newness Jonathan Brody Kramnick
argues: "What is a canon, after all, if not a pantheon of older writers and
their works? For much of the eighteenth century, however, the English
canon consisted of writers valued for their modernity."'* PEL offered
something different again, a text full of certainty. With only one
exception, PEL is not and does not claim to contain "new" work,'^ yet
the editors do claim a higher status for their anthology than that of subliterary hackwork in other historical miscellanies,like The Muse in Good
Humour: Or, a Collection of Comic Tales (1745), which was puffed as
containing works "From Chaucer, Prior, Swift, La Fontaine, Dr. King,
and other eminent Poets. Together with some Originals."" Further,
unlike book titles which might list a few highlights, followed by
"several hands" or "several eminent hands"the frontispiece of Colman's
and Thornton's anthology lists them all. And, unlike Dodsley's title
and others the poets in PEL are not several (theoretically) unsexed
hands. Rather, the focus in PEL, where female poets are themselves the
primary attraction of the two volumes, is unprecedented. The allinclusive title page of Colman's and Thornton's collection, like their
Preface, emphasizes both its historical scope and its gendered limits.
Form mirrors content; whereas Dodsley had improved upon and
invested considerably in the printing of his later editions, the less
ambitious and more finite PEL exhibits the integrity of a well-printed
text, one that had progressed through the eminent ladies of the alphabet

Jonathan Brody Kramnick, Making the English Canon:Print Capitalism and the Cultural Past,
1700-1770 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 15.
This exception isthe designation that the editors give works by Judith Cowper Madan, which
they characterize as "Original" (II; 134-44). This is probably because Colman and Thornton
borrowed manuscript copies of her poems belonging to the Cowper family from their friend,
Madan's nephew, the poet William Cowper. These were "Abelard to Eloisa," and "Verses
written in her Brother's Coke upon Littleton," from Judith Cowper Madan's uncle Ashley
Cowper's commonplace book (British Library ADD ms. 28101). The editors did not seem to
know that "Abelard to Eloisa" was first printed alongside Pope's poem in the fifth edition of
Bernard Lintot's Miscellany. Vol. 1 (1727). It was also printed in other miscellanies such as
Cupid Triumphant (London, 1747?). For a full history of the poem, see L. S. Wright,
"Eighteenth-Century Replies to Pope's Eloisa," Studies in Philology, xxxi. 519ff.
This is from the cancel title-page of the reissue of first edition, both 1745. I refer to this
anthology as historical because of its scope. It does not contain biographical introduaions.
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and would not be requiring a third volume. Dodsley listed the titles of
poems in indexes (usually without names) but PEL offers a table of
contents at the beginning of each volume, providing titles under each
author's name.''* The identities and poems work together in ways that
preclude the possibility of including verses of unknown origin, pieces
attributed simply to "a lady." Kramnick suggests that an increase in
conscientious canon formation in the middle decades of the eighteenth
century was in part a response against women writers:
Modernity generates tradition. The swelling of the book
trade, the passing of aristocratic authority, the rise in literacy,
the prominence of women writers and readers, the
professionalization of criticism, together provoked over the
course of the century a recourse to older works as national
heritage."
What Colman and Thornton were engaged in, however, was an act of
inclusion (and enclosure) that located the "modern" fact of English
women writing on a continuum. The Preface specifically identifies the
authors in PEL as "not only an honour to their sex, but to their native
country" (I: iii). Again, PEL is not titled Poems on Several Occasions by
Female Hands or something similar because the focus of the collection
is on the poets rather than the poems. Suarez notes that "one quarter
of the poets featured in Dodsley's miscellany were deceased when their
verses were printed in the Collection!''^ PEL is a memento mod of
sorts, like other anthologies only more so, because fully three quarters
of the poets therein were deceased when the collection was produced.
Nor do the editors allow the reader to forget this finite aspect of the
text. The mortality of most of the authors is emphasized, biographically as well as in the poems Colman and Thornton chose to include.
Any deathbed verses that these women penned (one by Mary Monck
another by Laetitia Pilkington) are printed at the conclusion of the
appropriate section. Elsewhere, introductions include epitaphs from

^ With the notable exception of three pieces erroneously attributed to Behn, each poet's work
is correctly attributed.
" Kramnick, Making the English Canon,1.
" Suarez, Introduction, Dodsley's Collection, 100.
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gravestones, as with inscriptions from the graves of Aphra Behn and
Margaret Cavendish at Westminster Abbey. The sections allotted to
each poet give the impression, however disproportionate, of being
complete.
This emphasis on the past may in part explain Ralph Griffiths's
dismissal of PEL in the Monthly Review of June 1755: "As the materials
that compose these volumes are collected from books, &c, formerly
printed, and most of them very common, we need say nothing more of
them."'^ In this, the complete review, Griffiths seems to indicate that
the editors of the collection have displayed no more acumen than what
the Earl of Shaftesbury had long before concluded was the minimal skill
required for the production of a poetic miscellany: "a little Invention,
and Common-place-Book Learning."'® Griffiths may not have seen all
the sources from which Colman and Thornton culled these verses, but
he is still at a loss for words about these "formerly printed" poems.
Unlike the commonplace status of the historical anthology today—to
have so much of the old brought together in one collection made for a
new creation.
Griffiths' lukewarm response stands in contrast to the warm
reception the same magazine had given Dodsley's fourth volume the
month before: "the merit of the three former volumes of the Collection
is sufficiently known; the contents of this new one are not beneath the
good company they are introduced into."" The combined reviews
indicate more than market approval and indifference. They also speak
to what Colman and Thornton had done that was different from other
anthologies. Barbara Benedict distinguishes between what Dodsley
accomplished in the Collection, and what he calls Colman's and
Thornton's "history of female writing," in terms that locate the
authority of the younger men in the finite, manageable nature of their
editorial project:

5' Monthly Review 12 (1755): 512.
" Anthony Ashley Cowper, First Earl of Shaftesbury, Charaaeristicks of Men, Manners,
Opinions, Trmes,3vols. (London, 1711)111:6-7,qtd.inBarbaraM.Benedict,iM'a^ingt/jeAfoc(em
Reader: Cultural Mediation in Early Modem Literary Anthologies (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1996) 5.
Monthly Review 12 (1755): 382.
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"Whereas Dodsley used the by now traditional procedure of
booksellers by compiling his Collection of Poems as an
ongoing project that advertised the distinctive quality of his
"stable" of writers, and thus his own literary judgment,
Colman and Thornton, already proven critics, completed
their history of female writing as a single, authoritative
venture.

However, Colman and Thornton were essentially privileged idlers at
this point, unlike Dodsley, who was established as Pope's bookseller
and who relied on many "gentlemen editors" to help him choose, and
legitimate, his Collection. Theirs were not yet bankable names in 1755,
and they imbued PEL with its own authority, not their own (it was,
after all, edited anonymously). Just as they invoked the names of
prominent males in English literary history to their Preface, they used
the weight of history to frame the poems they chose.
It is especially surprising, therefore, that Colman and Thornton
did not order their poets chronologically. In addition to providing
more background information than had earlier compilers, the arrange
ment of that information provided another way of reshaping the
compilatory genre. I suggested in my introduction that one of the most
striking editorial practices in PEL is the alphabetical arrangement of the
poets. Whereas such a system does not now seem especially controver
sial, the first edition of Biographia Britannicain 1747 had sparked a longlasting debate about the best way to. introduce information to the
reader. The breadth of coverage posed problems that spoke to the
didactic and moral function of any printed collection. Such an
organizational system created what Jeanne Wood identifies as the
"potential to include the controversial alongside the admirable," which
critics argued "would obscure, if not counteract, the didactic effects of
the biographical collection."^' The debate was far-reaching, and not
easily resolved. Later, ambivalent reviews of biographical dictionaries

" Barbara Benedia, Making the Modem Reader: Cultural Mediation in Early Modem Literary
Anthologies (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 165.
" Jeanne Kristina Wood, "'Alphabetically Arranged': Mary Hays's Female Biography and the
Biographical Dictionary," Genre:Forms ofDiscourseand Culture, XXXI (1998):117- 142:122,
123. I am much indebted to this article, and toJeanne Wood for sharing with me an early draft
of her paper.
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suggested that instead of the alphabetical arrangement of names,
sections with such titles as "Fortitude," "Virtue," and "Education"
would better guide the reader's experience of history: "In the alphabeti
cal arrangement," the reviewer for the European Magazine warned, "the
great and the httle, the good and the insignificant, not to say the
censurable, are linked together, like good and bad neighbours.""
Published the same year as this warning, PEL speaks to the concerns of
the period about the proliferation and the containment of information.
George Ballard, for one, had adhered to chronological arrangement for
his subjects. The Nine Muses had not been introduced alphabetically,
nor were the poets in Dodsley's Collection of Poems.
Yet PEL reflects this more levelling alphabetical arrangement that
characterizes Biographia Britannica, the result of which is both a sense
of order and of randomness. The sequence itself implies that all is
known by the editors and is reflected in the collection (again, there is
no "by an unknown hand," here). But the alphabet is an arbitrary order
in every other respect, and it is owing to alphabetical arrangement that
Mary Barber's poems appear first in the collection; no other woman in
the anthology is introduced by a letter of recommendation, as Barber
is by Swift, in an epistle that characterizes the good female poet as
modest, a good wife and mother, and willing to accept correction. The
alphabet and editorial prerogative come together. Situated at the
beginning of PEL the epistle, together with Barber's domestic poetry,
seems in some definitive way to set the standard for what follows.
Barber is also an amusing writer, a good opening act.
It is only an opening, however, and there are seventeen poets to
follow—a copious reading experience for which a sequence has been
determined. Due to the arrangement of PEL, the matronly Mary
Barber is followed by the ill-reputed Aphra Behn (whose section of
verse, incidentally, is much longer), and the alphabet yields thematic
results. When the Restoration professional follows the late Augustan
hopeful, Behn seems strikingly old-fashioned and embarrassingly
sentimental (as well as sexy—something Barber emphatically is not)."

" European Magazine, 43 (1803): 451, qtd. in Wood's "Alphabetically Arranged," 118.
" Space does not here permit a catalogue of the contents of PEL, but it is worth noting that
Colman and Thornton chose to include all of Behn's "A Voyage to the Isle of Love," as well as
"The Golden Age" in addition to fifteen shorter poems.
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Barber, alongside Behn, is domestic almost to the point of triviality,
even more occasional, and very much a student of Swift. Other
juxtapositions underscore differences. Katherine Philips, the matchless
Orinda, is followed by Laetitia Pilkington, the notorious memoirist.
Pilkington herself precedes a poet renowned for her piety, Elizabeth
Rowe. As I mentioned above, due to the inclusion of a poetic exchange
between Anne Finch and Alexander Pope, and Finch's alphabetical
placement at the end of the second volume as Lady Winchelsea, her
answer to him—a warning about belittling women on one hand, and
flattering them on the other—are the last words we encounter in the
collection.'''
Itamar Even-Zohar has argued that: "The whole process of
canonization should...be viewed in relation to the process of standard
ization which is itself imbued with an inherent dichotomy: being
democratic in one respect and—in stark contrast—discriminatory
(autocratic) in another."" If this is indeed the paradox that fuels canon
formation, PEL—with its offerings of the notorious and the universally
beloved—encapsulates such a process. Throughout PEL alphabetical
arrangement does allow for placement of "the controversial alongside
the admirable." Colman and Thornton could have structured their
collection in such a way as to highlight the mistakes of the past, a
progress away from older sorts of poetry, and toward some sort of
higher morality, as well as a different sort of poetic wit. They chose not
to do so. Although the anthology is historical, then, it is not based as
much on an evolutionary model of women's poetry as Margaret Ezell
suggests. Certainly the long section by Aphra Behn does not itself
suggest that she has been much overshadowed by modern writers, and
who would suggest that there is anything in the writings of Katherine
Philips, the matchless Orinda, to find fault with or improve upon? The
generous selections in PEL from the works not only of Behn, but also
Laetitia Pilkington, a recently deceased, much-criticized writer,
counteract the notion of progress in women's poetry. Unlike Duncombe's Feminiad, where figures such as Behn "would be unwelcome

" The final stanza of Finch's poem advises Pope to "soothfe]the ladies" in his future writings,
because women are "born to wit, but to be wise / By admonitions taught." PEL, II: 316,11.
35-36.
Itamar Even-Zohar, "Polysystem Studies," Poetics Today 11 (1); 9-26.
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ancestors for literary women struggling to gain cultural acceptance," as
well as other "collections which also most often followed a chronologi
cal arrangement which lent them an air of inevitable progress,"'^ PEL,
like many of the biographical dictionaries tmder scrutiny at midcentury, is curiously non-evolutionary.
Disapproval for the sort of openness embraced in PEL may again
be reflected in the Monthly Review, this time in an appraisal of a volume
of verse by one of the poets in the anthology, Mary Masters, which
appeared later in 1755. This review seems to contain an implicit
criticism of the collection of women poets published only three months
before.
We cannot conclude without one remark...that she is a chaste,
moral, and religious, as well as an agreeable and ingenious
writer. We mention this circumstance, as certain daughters
of the muses have been less eminent for their virtue than their
wit; but Mrs. Masters' character, as a WOMAN, is such as
must have had a considerable share in inducing her numerous
friends to subscribe to the POETESS.^^
The emphasis here on the poet's character is not unusual in itself, but
the reviewer's desire to specify the reasons for this woman's "eminence"
seems to speak to the anthology of women writers that had come out
earlier the same year, in spite of the fact that the Monthly Review had all
but dismissed PEL a month previously, when there was "nothing to
say" about the miscellany. This polemical appraisal of Masters' writings
asserts that there are different categories of eminence to which women
might aspire. There is a hierarchy among these categories, wit being
lower than virtue. But PEL had not ordered its poets according to this
scheme.
Another dismissal of PEL is also worth noting: Elizabeth Carter,
a poet whose work appears in the anthology, wrote in December 1755
to her friend, Catherine Talbot, who had earlierinformed Carter about
the appearance of the anthology. Carter's response to the collection is
troubled:

" Wood, "Alphabetically Arranged," 127.
" Monthly Review 13 (August 1755): 155-57.
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You were very good in being vexed for me when you saw my
name in that curious collection which makes up Baldwin's
frontispiece. I have had the mortification of seeing it in some
trumpery advertisement or other, so often within this last
half year, that I have lost all patience, and throw away the
newspaper quite in a tiff whenever I meet with it. What can
one do with these miscellany mongers, magazine mongers,
and roguery mongers of all kinds?''

The exchange between Carter and Talbot is the only evidence we have
from any of the poets in the anthology that speaks to the collection,
and it is an unhappy one. It seems likely here that Carter was upset by
the company her poems were made to keep. The newspaper advertise
ments that Carter tells Talbot she has seen would have listed the names
of all eighteen poets, like the title-page of the anthology itself." She
therefore knew who her fellow "eminent ladies" were, and it is probable
that she would have disapproved of several of them: Margaret Caven
dish, for example, with her reputation as a historical oddity, might have
been questionable. Mary Wortley Montagu did not have a spotless
reputation (in large part due to Pope's unkind depiction of her as a
diseased Sappho). Nor would Laetitia Pilkington be welcome. Of
Pilkington's Memoirs Carter's friend, Elizabeth Montagu, would write:
"Wit in Women is apt to have...bad consequences; like a sword without
a scabbard it wounds the wearer and provokes assailants."^®
Miscellanies make strange bedfellows, and the worst would have
been Aphra Behn. Due to the alphabetical order of the miscellany
(again, repeated in the list that Carter saw in advertisements) Carter's
section follows that of Behn. Carter, who strongly disapproved of
authors without impeccable reputations for virtue, would have taken
offense at being juxtaposed with one of the "ladies of the last age" of

" Elizabeth Carter, A Series of Letters Between Mrs. Elizabeth Carter and Miss Catharine
Talhot....puhlishedfrom theOriginal Manuscripts in the Possessionofthe Rev. Montagu Pennington,
M.A., 4 vols. (London: Rivington, 1809) II: 214-15.
" As did the notice in the Public Advertiser quoted at the beginning of this paper.
™ The Letters of Mrs. Elizabeth Montagu: with some of the letters of her correspondents, Matthew
Montagu ed. 4 vols. (London: Routledge, 1928) 1:96-7. Montagu nevertheless goes on in this
letter to express anticipation for Pilkington'ssecond volume, "which she promises will be more
entertaining than the first."
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whom she had previously noted disapprovingly that it would be "not
much to one's credit" to appear alongside in print/' Nor again does
page allotment mitigate these ladies of the last age. Behn's section is
well over a hundred pages longer than Carter's.
Ladies with controversial reputations are not entirely exonerated
by Colman and Thornton. Decisions about the content and length of
each poet's section were, of course, autocratic. In PEL, the editors act
as intermediaries whose biographical introductions intensify the notion
of the female writer as female writer, and their choices and prefatory
remarks evidence their acceptance and / or rejection of the versified selffashioning they encounter in their sources to such an extent that they
chastise Laetitia Pilkington beyond the grave: "we shall refer the curious
reader, for further particulars concerning her, to her own Memoirs: and
shall only observe, that it is a pity this Lady was not bless'd with
discretion, and, we may add, good fortune, in some proportion to her
genius" (11:234). Still, this is fairly mild censure, and may merely signal
disapproval for Pilkington's decision to publish her exploits, without
reflecting on the exploits themselves.

In 1990, Robert McDowell began an article on the role of the modern
poetry anthology with the arresting question: "What good does it
do?"^^ Yet the difficulty of answering this leads always back to the
broader query: What does it do? Matthew Concanen, anonymous
editor of The Flower-piece, offered one answer in 1731:
The world is so well convinced of the usefulness of such
collections as this, that it is hoped the present will need no
other apology, than to say, it was compiled with care, and
digested with taste....it is sufficient to urge the kind reception
which sundry things have met with; besides it is obvious to
consideration that these are repositories of several curious

" Carter to Talbot, 5 March 1755, Letters, H: 202.
^ Robert McDowell, "The Poetry Anthology," Hudson Review, 42 (1990) 594-608: 594.
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pieces which might have been lost to the world, either
through the authors' negligence, or their own minuteness,
which, when treasured up in this manner, descend to poster
ity, and give pleasure to other ages than those they were
written in/'

Here, the compiler performs a favor on behalf of the reader, but it is
not that simple. In part, it is the act of treasuring up the poems that
renders them treasures, and the same can be said for poets themselves.
In Poems by Eminent Ladies George Colman and Bonnell Thornton
engaged in a sort of rhetorical editing—they chose eighteen poets,
omitting many possibilities; they culled their selections from over a
century of women's writings. They allowed for an unusual freedom in
the form of alphabetical arrangement, yet imposed a more rigid order
than in other collections—based on a system in which each poet was
contained and framed by an introduction and, often, a reminder of her
death. They provided qualification and instruction in the form of
footnotes, and they highlighted their own reliance on male authorities,
in order to support the claim of the Preface that "this collection is not
inferior to any miscellany compiled from the works of men."

" [Matthew Concanen, ed.], "Publisher to the Reader," The Flower-piece (London, 1731) [I].

